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Abstract  

The African American woman's authorial voice is broadening the range of characters seen in 

American television and film. The impact is evidenced in the choices these storytellers make about 

African American women characters' intimate space and interior life. In feature biopics, black women 

writing directors humanize historical figures by exploring their intimate relationships. Black women 

“Indie” auteurs offer insight into identity intersections in coming-of-age dramas. In Television 

writers’ rooms, black women’s contributions emerge in the specificity of characters' motivations and 

dialogue. 

The American Broadcast Company’s popular drama How to Get Away with Murder broke barriers 

with an iconic scene written by Erika Green Swafford. In it, the lead character Analise Keating 

(played by Viola Davis), is a hard-nosed attorney. She defies this outer image when she sits in front 

of her vanity mirror, she removes her wig, peels off her lashes, and wipes away makeup. The choice 

could be interpreted as displaying the mundane, but so much more is happening here. Analise is 

laying herself bare just before confronting her husband about his involvement in a murder and an 

affair. Analise is laying herself bare to a television audience of millions in this authentic, universally 

vulnerable moment. Although women all over the world have these "peeling away" moments in their 

daily lives, this may be one of the first times we have experienced this proximity and this level of 

intimacy with an African American woman, or any female character on American network television. 

Bold choices made by these screenwriters, mark a bit of liberation for these black women 

characters as we draw closer to them. 
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